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Abstract Continuing advances in modern data acquisi-

tion techniques result in rapidly growing amounts of geo-

referenced data about moving objects and in emergence of

new data types. We define episodic movement data as a new

complex data type to be considered in the research fields

relevant to data analysis. In episodic movement data, posi-

tion measurements may be separated by large time gaps, in

which the positions of the moving objects are unknown and

cannot be reliably reconstructed. Many of the existing meth-

ods for movement analysis are designed for data with fine

temporal resolution and cannot be applied to discontinuous

trajectories. We present an approach utilising Visual Ana-

lytics methods to explore and understand the temporal vari-

ation of spatial situations derived from episodic movement

data by means of spatio-temporal aggregation. The situa-

tions are defined in terms of the presence of moving objects

in different places and in terms of flows (collective move-

ments) between the places. The approach, which combines

interactive visual displays with clustering of the spatial sit-

uations, is presented by example of a real dataset collected

by Bluetooth sensors.

1 Introduction

The popularity of cellular phones and advances in informa-

tion and sensor technologies lead the way towards new lo-

cation recording techniques and thus new types of move-

ment data. ‘Episodic movement data’ refers to data about
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spatial positions of moving objects where the time intervals

between the measurements may be quite large and therefore

the intermediate positions cannot be reliably reconstructed

by means of interpolation, map matching, or other meth-

ods. Such data can also be called ‘temporally sparse’; how-

ever, this term is not very accurate since the temporal reso-

lution of the data may greatly vary and occasionally be quite

fine. There are multiple ways of data collection producing

episodic movement data:

• Location based: Positions of objects are recorded only

when they come into the range of static sensors. The tem-

poral resolution of the collected data depends on the cov-

erage and density of the spatial distribution of the sensors.

• Activity based: Positions of objects are recorded only at

the times when they perform certain activities, for exam-

ple, call by mobile phones, pay by credit cards or send

posts to a community website.

• Device based: Positions are measured and recorded by

mobile devices attached to the objects but this cannot be

done sufficiently frequently, for example, due to the lim-

ited battery lives of the devices i.e. when tracking move-

ments of wild animals.

Irrespective of the collection method we can identify three

types of uncertainty. First, the common type of uncertainty

in any episodic movement data is the lack of informa-

tion about the spatial positions of the objects between the

recorded positions (continuity), which is caused by large

time intervals between the recordings and by missed record-

ings. Second, a frequently occurring type of uncertainty is

imprecision of the recorded positions (accuracy). Thus, a

sensor may detect an object within its range but may not

be able to determine the exact coordinates of the object. For

a mobile phone call, the localisation precision may be the

range of a certain antenna but not an exact point in space.
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Due to these two types of uncertainty, episodic movement

data cannot be treated as continuous trajectories, i.e., unbro-

ken lines in the spatio-temporal continuum such that some

point on the line exists for each time moment. Third, the

number of recorded objects (coverage) may also be uncer-

tain due to the usage of a service or due to the utilised sen-

sor technology. For example, one individual may carry two

or more devices with Bluetooth transceivers, which will be

registered by Bluetooth sensors as independent objects. On

the other hand, the sensors only capture devices with acti-

vated Bluetooth services. The activation status may change

while a device carrier moves from one sensor to another.

Many of the existing visual and data mining methods

designed for dealing with movement data are explicitly or

implicitly based on the assumption of continuous objects’

movement between the measured positions and are there-

fore not suitable for episodic data. Interpolation is obviously

involved in visual representation of trajectories by continu-

ous lines but it is also implicitly involved in computation

of movement speeds, directions, and other attributes charac-

terising the movement (these computations also assume that

the positions are precise). The same holds for summarisa-

tion of movement data in the form of density or vector fields.

Mining methods for finding patterns of relative or collective

movement of two or more objects (e.g. meeting or flocking)

also require fine-resolution data. Since many of the exist-

ing methods are not applicable to episodic movement data,

there is a need in finding suitable approaches to analysing

this kind of data.

Due to the uncertainties, episodic data are usually not

suitable for studying the movement behaviours of individual

objects. We suggest aggregation of many individual tracks

as a way to compensate for missing data and uncertainties

in the spatial and temporal coverage.

By example of episodic movement data, this paper mo-

tivates the use of visual analytics approaches in analysing

complex data. Visual analytics strives at multiplying the an-

alytical power of both humans and computers by finding ef-

fective ways to combine interactive visual techniques with

algorithms for computational data analysis [9]. The main

role of the visual techniques in this combination is to en-

able and promote human understanding of the data, which is

necessary for choosing appropriate computational methods

and steering their work. Thus, visual analytics can help in

understanding the data for data mining tasks, such as distri-

butions, features, clusters, patterns.

Visual analytics approaches are applied to data and prob-

lems for which there are (yet) no purely automatic methods.

By enabling human understanding, reasoning, and use of

prior knowledge and experiences, visual analytics can help

the analyst to find suitable ways for data analysis and prob-

lem solving, which, possibly, can later be fully or partly au-

tomated. In this way, visual analytics can drive the develop-

ment and adaption of learning and mining algorithms.

In the next section, we describe aggregation of episodic

movement data and define the analysis tasks in which the

aggregated data can be used. Then, after discussing the rele-

vant literature, we present our visual analytics methods and

tools using an example of episodic movement data collected

by Bluetooth sensors.

2 Spatio-temporal Aggregation

Episodic movement data consist of records including the fol-

lowing components: object identifier ok , spatial position pi ,

time ti , and, possibly, other attributes. The spatial position

may be specified directly by spatial (geographic) coordi-

nates p = (x, y) or p = (x, y, z) or by referring to a sensor

or location having a fixed position in space. A chronolog-

ically ordered sequence of positions of one moving object

can be regarded as a trajectory, which is spatially and tem-

porally discontinuous.

For temporal aggregation of the data time is divided into

intervals. Depending on the application and analysis goals,

the analyst may consider time as a line (i.e. linearly ordered

set of moments) or as a cycle, e.g., daily, weekly, or yearly.

Accordingly, time intervals are defined on the line or within

the chosen cycle.

For spatial aggregation it is necessary to define a finite

set of places visited by the moving objects. We can hereby

distinguish two different cases:

1. The recorded object positions are limited to a finite set of

predefined positions, such as positions of sensors or cells

of a mobile phone network.

2. The recorded object positions are arbitrary. This is the

case when the positions are received from mobile devices

worn by the objects and capable of measuring absolute

spatial positions, such as GPS devices.

In the first case the different positions can be directly used

as the places for spatial aggregation. In order to analyse the

data at a larger spatial scale, the analyst may group neigh-

bouring positions and define places using e.g. convex hulls

or spatial buffers or Voronoi polygons around the groups.

In the second case spatial tessellation may give the re-

quired set of places (spatial compartments) for aggregation.

Often spatial data are aggregated using arbitrary divisions,

such as regular grids or administrative districts, which do

not respect the spatial distribution of the data. It is more ap-

propriate to define spatial compartments so that they enclose

existing clusters of points. However, these clusters may have

very different sizes and shapes, which has two disadvan-

tages. First, it is computationally hard to automatically di-

vide a territory into arbitrarily shaped areas enclosing clus-

ters. Second, such areas are likely to differ in their size, and

the respective aggregates would be hard to compare to each
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other. Therefore, we suggest a method that divides a territory

into convex polygons of approximately equal size based on

the point distribution [3]. The method finds spatial clusters

of points that can be enclosed by circles with a user-chosen

radius. A concentration of points having a larger size and/or

complex shape will be divided into several clusters. The cen-

troids of the clusters are then used as generating points for

Voronoi tessellation. The centroids are the points with the

minimal average distance to the cluster members. They are

usually located inside concentrations of points.

On the basis of the previously defined set of places

P , each trajectory is represented by a sequence of vis-

its v1, v2, . . . , vn of places from P . A visit vi is a tuple

〈ok,pi, tstart, tend〉, where ok is the moving object, pi ∈ P

is a place, tstart is the starting time of the visit, and tend is

the ending time. Complementarily to this, each trajectory is

also represented by a sequence of moves m1,m2, . . . ,mn−1,

where a move mi is a tuple 〈ok,pi,pi+1, t0, tfin〉 describing

the transition from place pi to place pi+1. Here t0 is the time

moment when the move begins (it equals tend of visit vi of

place pi ) and tfin is the time moment when the move fin-

ishes (it equals tstart of visit vi+1 of place pi+1). Notice that

consecutively visited places pi and pi+1 in a discontinuous

trajectory are not necessarily neighbours in space.

Having a dual representation of each trajectory, as a se-

quence of visits and as a sequence of moves, the data can

be aggregated in two complementary ways. First, for each

place pi and time interval 1t the set of visits V (pi,1t) is

extracted and the counts of the visits NV(pi,1t) and differ-

ent visitors NVO(pi,1t) are computed:

V (pi,1t) =
{

〈ok,pi, tstart, tend〉|∃t : tstart ≤ t ≤ tend

and t ∈ 1t
}

NV(pi,1t) =
∣

∣V (pi,1t)
∣

∣

NVO(pi,1t) =
∣

∣

{

ok|∃〈ok,pi, tstart, tend〉 ∈ V (pi,1t)
}
∣

∣

Notice that an object ok may visit more than one place dur-

ing the interval 1t . It will be counted in each of the visited

places.

If the original data records include additional attributes,

various statistics of these attributes can also be computed,

such as minimum, maximum, average, median, etc. Hence,

each place is characterised by two or more time series of ag-

gregate values: counts of visits NV , counts of visitors NVO,

and, possibly, additional statistics by the time intervals.

The second way of aggregation is applied to links, i.e.,

pairs of places 〈pi,pj 〉 such that there is at least one move

from pi to pj . For each link 〈pi,pj 〉 and time interval 1t

the set of moves from pi to pj is extracted:

M(pi,pj ,1t) =
{

〈ok,pi,pj , t0, tfin〉|tfin ∈ 1t
}

Notice that only the moves that finish within the interval 1t

are included. The count of the moves NM(pi,pj ,1t) and

the count of different objects that moved NMO(pi,pj ,1t)

are computed:

NM(pi,pj ,1t) =
∣

∣M(pi,pj ,1t)
∣

∣

NMO(pi,pj ,1t)

=
∣

∣

{

ok|∃〈ok,pi,pj , t0, tfin〉 ∈ M(pi,pj ,1t)
}
∣

∣

An object ok may move through more than one link during

the interval 1t . It will be counted for each of the links it

passed.

If the original data include additional attributes, it is also

possible to compute changes of the attribute values from t0
to tfin, e.g. as differences or ratios between the values at tfin
and t0, and then aggregate the changes by computing various

statistics. Hence, each link is characterised by two or more

time series of aggregate values: counts of moves NM, counts

of moving objects NMO, and, possibly, additional statistics

of attribute changes by the time intervals.

These two ways of aggregation support two classes of

analysis tasks:

• Investigation of the presence of moving objects in differ-

ent places and the temporal variation of the presence. The

presence is expressed by the counts of visits and visitors

in the places, i.e., NV and NVO, which will be jointly re-

ferred to as presence counts.

• Investigation of the flows (aggregate movements) of ob-

jects between different places and the temporal variation

of the flows. The flows are represented by the counts of

moves and moving objects for the links, i.e., NM and

NMO. These aggregate attributes are often referred to as

flow magnitudes.

In both classes of tasks, the aggregated data can be viewed in

two ways. On the one hand, the data can be viewed as time

series associated with the places or links. The analyst can

investigate the individual time series or groups of time series

(e.g., clusters of similar time series) using existing methods

for time series analysis. On the other hand, the data can be

viewed as a sequence of spatial situations associated with

the time intervals. A spatial situation is the distribution of

the object presence or flows over the whole territory during

a time interval:

SSP(1t) =
{

NV(pi,1t)|pi ∈ P
}

or

SSP(1t) =
{

NVO(pi,1t)|pi ∈ P
}

;

SSF(1t) =
{

NM(pi,pj ,1t)|pi ∈ P,pj ∈ P
}

or

SSF(1t) =
{

NMO(pi,pj ,1t)|pi ∈ P,pj ∈ P
}

Here SSP(1t) denotes a spatial situation in terms of pres-

ence, which will be further called presence situation, and

SSF(1t) stands for a spatial situation in terms of flows, fur-

ther referred to as flow situation.

The different views on aggregated movement data are il-

lustrated by maps in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Different views on aggregated movement data. (A, B) Time series associated with places (A) and links (B). (C, D) spatial situations in

terms of presence (C) and flows (D)

In Figs. 1A and 1B time series of aggregate values asso-

ciated with two selected places (A) and with a selected link

between two places (B) are represented by diagrams where

the horizontal dimension represents time and the height is

proportional to the values in different time intervals. The

places themselves are represented by ellipses and the link

by a special symbol (further referred to as flow symbol) in

form of a half of an arrow and pointing in the direction of

the movement. Such half-arrow symbols are used in order

to represent flows between two places in two opposite direc-

tions. In Figs. 1C and 1D, spatial situations in a selected time

interval in terms of presence (C) and flows (D) are shown.

The presence counts are shown by proportional heights of

the bars drawn in the places and the flow magnitudes by

proportional widths of the flow symbols. A map where ag-

gregated movement is shown by flow symbols is called flow

map [10]. Remember that by convention flow symbols (e.g.

arrows) represent only counts of items or amounts of goods

moving between some places but not the routes of the move-

ment.

In Fig. 1D there are many intersections among the flow

symbols, which clutter the display. This is a consequence of

the discontinuity of the original trajectories, where consec-

utive recorded positions may be distant in space.

Our research presented in this paper focuses on spatial

situations SSP(1t) and SSF(1t) and their evolution over

time.

3 Related Works

Analysis of movement data is a hot topic in the research

areas of machine learning, databases, and visual analytics.

However, there are only a few works that address episodic

movement data. Due to the complexity of this data type, it

is hardly possible to invent a single method enabling full

understanding of the data. The existing methods, which are

briefly described below, focus on different aspects of the

movement and the space where it takes place.

Most of the methods are based on spatial or spatio-

temporal aggregation of the data. Aggregates referring to

places, such as presence counts, are mainly visualised and

analysed in two complementary ways [8, 16]: animated

maps showing the values attained in the places in different

time moments and line charts, a.k.a. time graphs, showing

the time series in the places by lines. Bak et al. [4] do not

compute presence counts but instead represent each visit of

a place by a pixel (tiny rectangle) coloured according to the
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time of the visit and positioned on a map close to the place

location. The arrangement of the pixels produces a kind of

place-based aggregation, which is visual rather than com-

putational. Vrotsou et al. [14] consider aggregated move-

ment data as a weighted directed graph where vertices are

the places and arcs are the flows. Various centrality mea-

sures are computed for the graph vertices; this can be done

by the time intervals. The centrality measures characterise

the places in terms of their accessibility, connectivity, links

to neighbouring places, etc.

Flows are traditionally visualised on flow maps. Changes

of flows over time can be shown on animated flow maps

which show one time interval at each moment [8, 16]. Many

works in visualisation focus on reducing clutter on flow

maps (e.g. [5, 11]) but a good general solution does not exist.

Flows are also visualised in the form of origin-destination

(OD) matrices (e.g. [7]), which are free from occlusions but

lack spatial context. To alleviate the problem of missing spa-

tial context in OD matrices, Wood et al. [15, 16] have de-

vised an algorithm to generate so called OD maps, in which

multiple OD matrices are arranged according to the geo-

graphic positions of the places.

The techniques mentioned above focus on places or links

(flows) between them. Andrienko et al. [1] describe an anal-

ysis focusing on discontinuous trajectories constructed from

episodic movement data. The trajectories are generalised

and then clustered according to the similarity of the routes,

i.e., sequences of the visited places.

Investigation of temporal variation of spatial situations

is not well supported by existing tools. It is difficult and

time consuming to investigate the situations in all time mo-

ments one by one or to compare each situation with all oth-

ers. We suggest an approach based on clustering of spatial

situations. Earlier Andrienko et al. [2] applied clustering to

presence situations derived from quasi-continuous trajecto-

ries but did not deal with flow situations. Examination and

comparison of the clusters was done using static images of

individual situations. We advance this technology by sum-

marising clusters and representing them on interactive maps

and enabling computation and visualisation of differences

between the clusters.

4 Example Dataset

We present our approach by example of a dataset collected

using Bluetooth sensors [6]. The sensors were installed in

17 places of interest (POIs) in an area where car races

take place. The POIs included parking places, entrances to

the area and to spectators’ tribunes, the information cen-

tre, places with shops and restaurants, and other attractions.

The data were collected during two consecutive days, Satur-

day and Sunday. The devices having Bluetooth transceivers,

such as mobile phones and digital cameras, which were car-

ried by the visitors coming close to the sensors, were anony-

mously registered by the sensors. In total, the sensors reg-

istered 12,185 different devices and made 792,694 time-

stamped records. After cleaning, we have built from these

records discontinuous trajectories reflecting the movements

of 9,226 device carriers, which is about 15% of the total

number of the visitors in these two days. It is reasonable to

assume that the people from the sample behaved similarly to

the other visitors. The procedure of data collection, cleaning,

and preparation for the analysis is described by Stange et al.

[13].

The data have been aggregated spatially by the POIs and

temporally by 30-minutes intervals. For the 17 places, there

are 276 links.

5 Analysis of Presence

Clustering of spatial situations in different time intervals

(i.e., SSP(1t) or SSF(1t)) by similarity reduces the work-

load of the analyst: instead of exploring each situation sep-

arately, it is possible to investigate groups of similar situ-

ations. Besides, an appropriate visual representation of the

clustering results can disclose the patterns of the tempo-

ral variation: whether similar spatial situations occur adja-

cently or closely in time or may be separated by large time

gaps, whether the changes between successive intervals are

smooth or abrupt, whether the variation is periodic, etc.

For the clustering, the presence situation in each time in-

terval 1t is represented by a feature vector consisting of

the presence counts in all places: {NV(pi,1t)|pi ∈ P } or

{NVO(pi,1t)|pi ∈ P }. Any partition-based clustering al-

gorithm can be applied to these feature vectors. In our ex-

ample, we apply the k-means method from the Weka li-

brary (www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/). The method uses

the Euclidean distance between feature vectors as the mea-

sure of dissimilarity. The results of the clustering are imme-

diately visualised. The centres of the clusters are projected

onto a two-dimensional colour space as shown in Fig. 2 left;

the cluster centres are represented by dots. This is done by

means of Sammon’s mapping [12]. The projection display is

used for three purposes: first, for assigning colours to clus-

ters so that close clusters receive similar colours, second,

for testing the sensitivity of the clustering results to the pa-

rameters of the algorithm (k in our example), and, third, for

detecting very close clusters that can be united. Thus, in our

example we have tried different values of k from 5 to 20

and found that starting from k = 11 increasing the value of

k results only in new dots appearing very closely to one or

more other dots while the number and relative positions of

the dots in the remaining space do not change. Closeness of

dots means that the respective clusters do not substantially
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Fig. 2 The presence situations in different time intervals have been clustered by similarity. The cluster colours are propagated to the respective

time intervals

Fig. 3 The presence situations are summarised by the clusters. The mean values of the presence are shown by proportional heights of the bars

differ. Hence, we take the result for k = 11; however, it con-

tains a concentration of five dots close to each other, i.e., the

respective clusters are very similar. Decreasing k does not

unite these clusters but decreases the number of the other

clusters whose centres are not so close. This means that the

clustering algorithm tends to produce more clusters where

the data density is higher. To decrease the number of close

clusters while preserving the clusters that are less similar,

we apply the clustering tool only to the members of the five

close clusters and set k to 2. In the result, the five chosen

clusters are replaced by two clusters. In total, we have eight

sufficiently dissimilar clusters of the presence situations.

The clusters are represented in a summarised way on a

multi-map display as shown in Fig. 3. For the reason of

data confidentiality, we do not use a real cartographic back-

ground but show the data on top of a schematic drawing.

Each of the small maps represents a cluster; the map caption

has the colour of the cluster. To obtain a summary of a clus-
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ter, the descriptive statistics of the presence counts for the

places (minimum, maximum, sum, mean, median) are com-

puted from all situations included in the cluster. One or more

of these statistics can be visualised on the multiple maps. In

Fig. 3, the mean numbers of place visitors are represented

on the maps by proportional heights of the bars.

The colours of the clusters can be used for colouring time

intervals in temporal displays such as a time graph (Fig. 2

top right) and a time mosaic (Fig. 2 bottom), which can be

used for exploring the temporal patterns of the variation of

the presence situations. The time graph shows the time series

of place visitors. The time axis spans from 0 o’clock of day

1 till the midnight of day 2. The black vertical line separates

the two days. The background colouring reveals the patterns

of the temporal variation. We see that the time intervals in

the nights and early mornings as well as late evening on the

second day are in the same cluster. The presence values are

close to zero in these times. We also see a similarity between

the temporal patterns on the first and second day. The days

can be conveniently compared using the time mosaic. Here

the time intervals are represented by coloured rectangles ar-

ranged in two rows corresponding to the two days. Both dis-

plays show us that the time intervals starting from 14:00 and

14:30 on day 1 (i.e., the time from 14:00 till 15:00) and from

13:30, 14:00, 14:30, and 15:00 on day 2 (i.e. the time from

13:30 till 15:30) were quite particular as their colours dif-

fer much from the colours of the preceding and following

intervals. We checked this finding against the official sched-

ule of the events during the two days and detected that these

were the times of the qualifying race on day 1 and the main

race on day 2. The presence situations during the two races

were quite similar (which is reflected in similar colours) but

not enough to be included in the same cluster. The multi-

map display shows us that the situations are characterised

by very high values of presence in the places from which

the races are observable and low values in the other places.

The differences between the two groups of places are higher

on the second day than on the first day, which is explainable

by a higher interest of people in the main race than in the

qualifying race.

The situations immediately before and after the races

were sufficiently similar to be included in the same clus-

ter. They are characterised by high presence of people at

the spectator tribunes but also relatively high attendance of

the exhibition and shopping places. The situations after the

qualifying race on day 1 changed more gradually than after

the main race on day 2.

These examples demonstrate that clustering of presence

situations combined with spatial and temporal displays of

the clusters can help an analyst to understand the spatio-

temporal variation of the presence of people over a terri-

tory.

6 Analysis of Flows

The spatio-temporal variation of flows is explored analo-

gously to the variation of the presence except that the clus-

tering and visualisation tools are applied to the flow situa-

tions instead of the presence situations. The flow situation

in each time interval 1t is represented by a feature vec-

tor consisting of the flowmagnitudes: {NM(pi,pj ,1t)|pi ∈

P,pj ∈ P } or {NMO(pi,pj ,1t)|pi ∈ P,pj ∈ P }. We per-

form the clustering in the same interactive and iterative way

as described in the previous section. Finally we obtain 12

clusters adequately representing the differences in the flow

situations. Figure 4 shows the projection of the cluster cen-

tres onto the colour space and the propagation of the clus-

ter colours to the time graph of the counts of moves and to

the time mosaic. Figure 5 shows summaries of the clusters

on multiple maps where mean flow magnitudes are repre-

sented by proportional widths of the flow symbols. Minor

flows (with the magnitude below 10) are hidden for reduc-

ing the display clutter.

The flow situations in the night times are characterised

by low values of the flow magnitudes. Unlike the presence

situations, the flow situations during the times of the qual-

ifying and main races were very similar to the situations

in the night, i.e., very few people moved over the area. As

one could expect, the situations before and after the races

were essentially dissimilar: major flows before the races

were directed towards the tribunes and after the races peo-

ple mostly moved in the opposite directions. However, there

are also some unexpected patterns. The collective movement

behaviour before the qualifying race (day 1) was more vari-

able than that before the main race (day 2): there are three

different clusters of flow situations (8, 6, and 5) before the

qualifying race and only one cluster (5) before the main

race; see the marks above the time mosaic at the bottom of

Fig. 6. Also the movements after the races are represented

by two clusters (10 and 12) on day 1 and one cluster (10)

on day 2. To support examining the differences between the

clusters, the summary values of flow magnitudes for one se-

lected clusters can be subtracted from the respective values

for the other clusters.

In Figs. 6A and 6B clusters 6 and 5 are compared in this

way with cluster 8 (the values for cluster 8 are subtracted)

and in C cluster 12 is compared to cluster 10 (the values

for cluster 10 are subtracted). The differences in the values

are shown by flow symbols coloured in two complementary

colours: purple is used for positive differences and green for

negative. The widths of the symbols are proportional to the

absolute values of the differences. Small differences (with

the absolute values below 10) are hidden for improving the

display legibility.

We observe that the flow situations in cluster 6, which

took place from 10:00 till 11:30, are distinguished by no-
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Fig. 4 The flow situations in different time intervals have been clustered by similarity. The cluster colours are propagated to the respective time

intervals

Fig. 5 The flow situations have been summarised by the clusters. The mean flow magnitudes are shown
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Fig. 6 Differences between temporal clusters of flow situations. (A, B)

differences in the movements before the races. Clusters 6 (A) and 5 (B)

are compared with cluster 8. (C): Differences in the movements after

the races. Cluster 10 is compared with cluster 12. Bottom: the clusters

involved in the comparison are marked on a time mosaic display

tably lower magnitudes of short-distance flows between the

exhibition/information places and the spectator tribunes than

in cluster 8, which took place before 10:00 and after 11:30.

At the same time, the magnitudes of the flows from more

distant places towards the tribunes were somewhat higher in

cluster 6 than in cluster 8. It can be guessed that in the in-

terval 10:00–11:30 people were attracted to the race circuit,

probably, by some event. This can explain the decrease of

the short-distance flows. The increase of the longer-distance

flows can be attributed to people who could have arrived to

the area later and immediately moved towards the tribunes

to watch the event. Checking against the timetable revealed

that it was the practise time. This time is also distinguish-

able among the clusters of the presence situations (Fig. 2).

Comparison of clusters 12 and 10 (Fig. 6C) tells us that from

15:30 till 17:30 on day 1 (the time of cluster 12) there were

more people moving between the places of exhibition, infor-

mation, and shopping and fewer people moving towards the

parking places than in the first half an hour after the quali-

fying race (day 1) and two hours after the main race (day 2)

(these are the times of cluster 10).

7 Conclusion

The examples show how complex movement data can be

analysed by means of visual and computational methods. In

fact they demonstrate that collective behaviours of moving

objects can be studied and understood by analysing episodic

movement data despite the low spatial and temporal cov-

erage and resolution of such data. Aggregation of episodic

movement data to some extent compensates for their spatial

and temporal sparseness and allows extraction of valuable

information about collective movement behaviours of large

numbers of moving objects. We argue that this information

cannot be extracted by purely computational techniques. Vi-

sualisation is essential for enabling human interpretation and

involving human knowledge and thinking. However, only

visual methods are insufficient due to the large amounts of

data (numerous places, combinatorial number of flows, and

long time series), their complexity (the spatial, temporal,

and attributive components are hard to visualise together in

an easily perceivable way), and massive intersections of the

flows in space, which makes them extremely hard to visu-

alise in a comprehensible way. Hence, only a combination of

visual and computational methods can turn episodic move-

ment data into knowledge.

We combine visual and interactive techniques with com-

putational clustering of spatial situations emerging due to

movements of multiple objects. Spatial displays and interac-

tive operations enable comparison of the space-related prop-

erties of the clusters of situations. Temporal displays show

the arrangement of the clusters in time and enable perception

and investigation of the temporal patterns in the variation
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of the collective movement behaviour. The methodology is

applicable to episodic movement data collected in various

ways.
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